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I. INTRODUCTION
In this note we consider integral lattices 4 in euclidean space (Rn, ,), i.e.
4Rn is the Z-span of an R-basis of Rn with ,(4, 4)Z. The minimum
of 4 is min[,(4, 4) | 0{* # 4]. It is interesting to find lattices of given
determinant or of given genus with large minimum.
We prove the following
Theorem. Let l=11 or l=13. There are no even l-elementary lattices of
dimension 12 and determinant l 6 with minimum 8.
Note that (n, l )=(12, 11) is the first open case in the existence problem
for extremal _l-modular lattices of dimension n for some similarity _l of norm
l with l+1 | 24 (cf. [Que 95] and [ScH 95]). A lattice of determinant 116
with minimum 8 would have a higher density than the CoxeterTodd lattice,
which is the densest lattice known in dimension 12 (cf. [CoS 93]).
Recall that an integral lattice 4 in euclidean space (Rn, ,) is called even,
if ,(*, *) # 2Z for all * # 4 and it is called l-elementary, if l4*4, where
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4* :=[x # Rn | ,(x, *) # Z for all * # 4] is the dual lattice of 4. If l is an
odd prime, all even, l-elementary lattices of fixed determinant and fixed
dimension form one genus (cf. [Que 95]). Examples for l-elementary
lattices are _l-modular lattices, where _l : Rn  Rn is a similarity of norm l
(i.e. ,(x_l , y_l)=l,(x, y) for all x, y # Rn). An integral euclidean lattice 4
is called _l -modular, if 4*_l=4.
To prove the Theorem we use the theory of Siegel modular forms of
degree one and two.
Let 4 be an even lattice in the euclidean space (R2k, ,) (k # N) such that
the rescaled dual lattice - l 4* is even for some l # N. It is well known
(cf. [Miy 89] including the standard notations there) that the theta series
34(q) := :

j=0
ajq j where aj :=*[* # 4 | ,(*, *)=2j]
(q=e2?iz) of 4 lies in a finite dimensional C-vectorspace Gk(10(l ), /) of
modular forms of weight k for the group
10(l ) :={\ac
b
d+ # SL2(Z) } c#0 (mod l )=
with some character /. If k is even and det(4)=l 2s is an even power of l
then / is trivial. In this situation the dimensions of the spaces of modular
forms are well known and for small k and l can be read off from the tables
in [Miy 89] where the respective dimensions of the spaces of cusp forms
Sk(10(l )) with the trivial character for 2k50 and l50 are listed.
If 4 is _l-modular, it follows from the theta transformation formula that
the theta series 34 is an eigenvector for the Fricke involution
Wl :=\ 0
&1
- l+- l 0
to the eigenvalue i k (cf. [Que 95] Theorem 1). Note that W 2l =&1 and Wl
normalises 10(l ). Denote by Gk(1*(l ), /) the eigenspace of Wl on Gk(10(l ), /)
to the eigenvalue i k.
In [Que 95] the notion of an extremal even _l -modular lattice of dimen-
sion 2k is given for primes l such that l+1 divides 24 and k is even, if l3
(mod 4) (cf. also [CoS 93] for l=1). For these l and k one can explicitly
construct a basis of Gk(1*(l), /) consisting of functions (b1 , ..., bd), such
that the q-expansion of bj begins with q j&1. In this case Gk(1*(l ), /) con-
tains a unique function f2k, l whose q-expansion has 1, 0, ..., 0 as its first d
coefficients. Quebbemann calls an even _l-modular lattice 4R2k extremal,
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iff 34=f2k, l . For general l the algebra of modular forms G(1*(l ), /) :=k=0 Gk(1*(l ), /) is not polynomial but we can generalise the definition of
extremal lattices to arbitrary k and l as follows:
Definition. Let _l be a similarity of norm l of the euclidean space R2k
and 4R2k an even _l-modular lattice. 4 is called extremal, iff 34 # Gk
(1
*
(l ), /) has a q-expansion of the form 1+n=m anq
n and all f =1+
n=r bn q
n # Gk(1*(l ), /) satisfy rm.
It follows from the Theorem, that an extremal _11 - or _13 -modular
lattice of dimension 12 does not exist.
One method for proving the non existence of extremal modular lattices
is to show that the extremal theta series has negative coefficients. Unfor-
tunately in our cases this does not work, because one gets as theta series
for extremal _11 -modular 12-dimensional lattices 41 :
341(q)=1+1044q
4+288q5+1908q6+ } } }
and for extremal _13 -modular 12-dimensional lattices 42 :
342(q)=1+476q
4+700q5+1246q6+ } } }
Here we present a similar method that works with the corresponding
degree two theta series.
To prove that 41 and 42 do not exist we prove that the degree two theta
series of 41 is uniquely determined and has negative coefficients and the
one of 42 is determined up to one free parameter and can not have integral
coefficients. To this aim we find, with analytic formulas of Hashimoto, the
dimensions of the corresponding spaces of Siegel modular forms of degree
2 (they are 36 and 52 respectively), then we prove that these spaces are
generated by theta series of lattices and we find some bases. Then we
calculate the action of the Fricke involution and reduce everything to the
case of modular forms, which are in the eigenspace of the Fricke involution
containing the degree two theta series of the corresponding modular
lattices. Having an explicit basis for such modular forms and comparing
the Fourier coefficients we get a unique solution for l=11 resp. a one
parametric set of solutions in the case l=13 for the desired second degree
theta functions. They happen to be not positive in the first case and one
finds no integral solution in the second case.
To fix notation denote by
1 (2)0 (l ) :={\AC
B
D+ # Sp4(Z) } A, B, C, D # Z2_2, C#0 (mod l )=
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and by G (2)k (1
(2)
0 (l )) resp. S
(2)
k (1
(2)
0 (l)) the corresponding spaces of
modular forms resp. cusp forms of degree two and weight k for 1 (2)0 (l ) with
the trivial character.
For computation we only consider the epimorphic image of G (2)k (1
(2)
0 (l ))
under the projection into the space generated by Z [ exp(?i trace(FZ)),
where Z # H2 is in the Siegel upper half space and F=( f1f12
f12
f2
) # Z2_2 is
positive semi-definite with even f1 , f212. It turns out that in the examples
considered the projection is injective and all necessary information can be
read off from the image. The projection of the degree two theta series of a
given lattice 4 can easily be computed by counting pairs of vectors in 4.
To get a basis of the vectorspace generated by all degree two theta series
of lattices in the genus of 4, one has to find enough such lattices. This may
be done with a computer program described in [ScH 95] which is based
on Kneser’s neighbour method and starts to compute the genus of 4 by
taking successive (two) neighbours. Though one is not able to compute the
whole genus, the theta series of the first successive neighbours of one
lattice, together with these of some decomposable lattices generate the
vectorspace. To get a short representation of the lattices considered, we
choose another method constructing enough lattices as sublattices of index
l in a common superlattice.
We thank SchulzePillot for pointing out several references about Siegel
modular forms.
II. GENERAL PROPERTIES
Proposition 1. Let V be a subspace of the space of modular forms
generated by the theta series of even l-elementary lattices of the same genus,
such that the rescaled dual lattices - l 4* are even, and V$ the subspace
generated by the theta series of the corresponding rescaled dual lattices. Then
there is a linear map $: V  V$ with 3* [ 3- l 4* .
Proof. By the theta transformation formula, the map $ is some multiple
of the application of the Fricke involution and hence linear. Q.E.D
Proposition 2. Let l be an odd prime and k an even integer 4. Let
VG(2)k (1
(2)
0 (l )) be the subspace generated by the degree two theta series of
even l-elementary lattices of dimension 2k and determinant l k. Then
dim Vdim S (2)k (1
(2)
0 (l ))+dim Sk(10(l ))+1.
Proof. Since k is even and the determinants of the lattices are squares,
it follows from [Fre 83] that V is a subspace of G (2)k (1
(2)
0 (l )). The even
l-elementary lattices of dimension 2k and determinant l k form one genus
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(cf. [Que 95]), hence by Theorem (8.1) of [BSP 91] one gets that an
element x # V lies in S (2)k (1
(2)
0 (l )), iff 8(x)=0, where 8 is the Siegel
8-operator. The image, 8(V), is a subspace of Gk(10(l )). By Theorem
(4.2.7) of [Miy 89] the group 10(l ) has two cusps, say z1 and z2 , on the
upper half plane. Since the Fricke involution interchanges the two cusps,
the theta transformation formula implies, that the C-vectorspace generated
by the vectors (31 (z1), 31 (z2)) has dimension 1. It follows that dim V=
dim Ker(8 |V)+dim Im(8 |V)dim S (2)k (1
(2)
0 (l))+dim Sk(10(l))+1. Q.E.D
III. THE PROOF
Lemma. Let l=11 or l=13. If 4R12 is an even l-elementary lattice of
determinant l 6 with minimum 8 then the minimum of 4 is 8 and 34=
3- l 4* .
Proof. Using the table in [Miy 89], where the dimensions of the spaces
of cusp forms are listed, one gets that the theta series of the even l-elemen-
tary lattices of determinant l 6 generate a 5- resp. 6-dimensional subspace V
of G6(10(l )). Computing the two (resp. three) dimensional subspace U of V,
consisting of the power series with zero Fourier coefficients at q1, q2 and
q3, one finds that there is a unique t # U, with constant coefficient one,
which has integral coefficients 0, such that the image $(t) of t under the
linear map $ (defined in Proposition 1) has also integral coefficients 0.
Moreover the coefficient of q4 in t is 1044 (if l=11) resp. 476 (if l=13) and
$(t)=t. Hence 34=t=3- l 4* . Q.E.D
Proof of the theorem. By [Has 83], the dimensions of the spaces, of
cusp forms of degree two, of the group 1 (2)0 (l ) with the trivial character are
31 (for l=11) resp. 46 (for l=13). Let VG (2)6 (1
(2)
0 (l )) be the subspace
generated by the degree two theta series of even l-elementary lattices of
dimension 12 and determinant l 6. By Proposition 2 the dimension of V is
at most 31+5=36 (if l=11) resp. 46+6=52 (if l=13). Since one finds
36 (resp. 52) linear independent degree two theta series in V, equality must
hold. Let 4R12 be an even l-elementary lattice of determinant l 6 and
minimum 8. Let 3 (2)4 be the degree two theta series of 4. If 0{F is positive
semi definite with minimum <8, then the coefficients aF of 3 (2)4 are 0. By
the Lemma the same holds for 3 (2)- l 4* . Hence T :=3
(2)
4 +3
(2)
- l 4* lies in the
subspace generated by these modular forms, for which the coefficients
aF=0 if F{0 and the minimum of F is smaller than 8, lies in the eigen-
space of the Fricke involution containing the degree two theta series of the
corresponding modular lattices, and has constant coefficient 2.
Now let l=11. Consider the lattice 4 in the euclidean space (R12, ,) of
discriminant 114 with Gram matrix
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(,(bi , bj))1i, j12 :=
2 0 &1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 &1
&1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 &1 0 0 0
0 0 0 4 1 &2 &1 &1 &1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 4 &1 &2 1 1 2 0 &1
0 0 0 &2 &1 4 0 &1 0 &2 0 &1
0 0 0 &1 &2 0 4 1 0 &2 0 1
0 0 0 &1 1 &1 1 4 0 1 0 1
1 0 &1 &1 1 0 0 0 4 1 0 &1
0 0 0 1 2 &2 &2 1 1 4 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
0 &1 0 1 &1 &1 1 1 &1 0 0 4
where (b1 , ..., b12) is a Z-basis of 4. The degree two theta series of the
following 36 sublattices Li (1i36) of 4 defined by Li :=[* # 4 | ,(vi ,
*)#0 (mod 11)] (1i36) form a basis of V (only the coefficients of vi
with respect to the basis (b1 , ..., b12) are given):
v1 :=(3 0 3 5 0 3 1 2 1 0 0 &1)
v2 :=(6 4 5 &1 3 1 2 &2 &1 1 &2 2)
v3 :=(3 8 3 0 6 4 4 &3 &1 2 &4 4)
v4 :=(2 8 2 1 2 4 2 &1 0 2 &4 3)
v5 :=(3 0 1 5 4 7 5 0 &1 3 0 0)
v6 :=(4 0 2 6 0 7 3 2 0 3 0 &1)
v7 :=(6 2 4 3 1 2 1 1 0 0 &1 0)
v8 :=(2 4 3 2 0 2 0 1 1 0 &2 1)
v9 :=(4 6 6 4 &1 3 0 2 2 0 &3 1)
v10 :=(5 10 3 &2 7 3 4 &4 &2 2 &5 5)
v11 :=(4 0 7 2 0 3 1 1 1 1 0 0)
v12 :=(5 2 6 4 4 6 4 0 0 2 &1 1)
v13 :=(1 2 2 5 0 6 2 2 1 2 &1 0)
v14 :=(4 6 6 0 7 6 5 &3 &1 3 &3 4)
v15 :=(6 8 4 &1 3 1 2 &2 &1 1 &4 3)
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v16 :=(5 10 1 &4 7 1 4 &5 &3 2 &5 5)
v17 :=(2 0 3 5 0 4 2 2 1 1 0 &1)
v18 :=(4 2 3 3 0 4 2 1 0 2 &1 0)
v19 :=(6 4 3 0 4 4 4 &2 &2 3 &2 2)
v20 :=(3 4 5 6 3 7 4 1 1 2 &2 1)
v21 :=(3 4 5 7 &1 7 2 3 2 2 &2 0)
v22 :=(1 6 1 4 3 7 4 0 0 3 &3 2)
v23 :=(3 8 1 1 7 7 6 &3 &2 4 &4 4)
v24 :=(8 4 3 &3 8 2 6 &5 &4 3 &2 3)
v25 :=(1 2 3 7 &1 5 2 3 2 1 &1 &1)
v26 :=(2 4 2 4 3 5 4 0 0 2 &2 1)
v27 :=(6 6 4 2 3 5 4 &1 &1 3 &3 2)
v28 :=(2 2 2 5 &1 3 2 2 1 1 &1 &1)
v29 :=(7 6 3 &1 7 3 6 &4 &3 3 &3 3)
v30 :=(4 8 6 3 1 4 3 0 1 2 &4 2)
v31 :=(2 0 2 2 3 4 5 &1 &1 3 0 0)
v32 :=(4 0 4 8 &1 7 4 3 1 3 0 &2)
v33 :=(3 4 4 4 2 7 5 0 0 4 &2 1)
v34 :=(8 6 2 0 7 7 8 &4 &4 6 &3 3)
v35 :=(7 2 3 3 3 5 6 &1 &2 4 &1 0)
v36 :=(2 &4 6 11 &4 6 2 8 6 0 5 &4)
The eigenspace V+ of the Fricke involution containing the degree two
theta series of the modular lattices, is generated by the sums Si :=3(2)Li +
3(2)- 11 Li* with 1i36 and the first 26 of the Si form a basis of V
+. The
projection of V+ into the space generated by Z [ exp(?i trace(FZ)), where
0{F is positive semi definite with minimum <8, has dimension 25 and
hence the modular form T is uniquely determined.
But the coefficients aF for
2F=\8 00 10+ , \
8 3
3 10+ , \
10 2
2 10+ , \
10 3
3 10+ ,
\8 55 12+ , \
10 0
0 12+ , \
10 2
2 12+ , and \
10 7
7 12+
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in T are negative, hence T is not the sum of two degree two theta series.
For l=13 analogous calculations yield a basis consisting of 32 elements
of V+.
The modular form T lies in the kernel KV+ of the projection of V+
into the space generated by Z [ exp(?i trace(FZ)), where 0{F is positive
semi definite with minimum <8. K is two-dimensional and contains no
modular forms with integral Fourier coefficients and constant coefficient 2.
One finds that only 3T has integral coefficients hence gets a contradiction
as well in this case. Q.E.D
IV. REMARKS
One might ask, whether ‘‘the’’ extremal degree two theta series is always
unique at least if l+1 divides 24. Calculations show, that in all cases
where at least two extremal _l -modular lattices for some similarity of norm
l11, l+1 | 24 of dimension n12 with minimum >2 exist (i.e. (n, l )=
(10, 7), (10, 11), resp. (12, 5), where there are 2, 4, resp. 4 extremal _l -
modular lattices (cf. [ScH 95])), the extremal degree two theta series form
a one parameter family. Moreover the resp. extremal _l-modular lattices
may be distinguished via their degree two theta series. For (n, l )=(12, 7)
there is a unique candidate for an extremal degree two theta series. The
first coefficients of this candidate are non negative integral numbers, so one
might suspect that there exists such a _7-modular lattice, which is however
not the case as shown in [ScH 95] by explicit computation of the 395
lattices in the corresponding genus.
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